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Mouldings offer many advantages that make them ideal for expressing 
your creativity in various interior design projects. The possibilities are 

endless when it comes to textured walls created with mouldings.  

This brochure will inspire you with several one-of-a-kind ideas that 
will elevate your room’s style and give you the satisfaction of 

having done the project yourself! 

Textured Walls… 

A stunning trend 
to introduce at home 
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Both classic and modern, this wall adorned, with geometric 3D shapes, is perfect 
for decorating your home's entrance hall or transitional area. Subtle and elegant, 
it will blend seamlessly with sleek decors, adding character and style.
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WELCOMING
3D BOXES 



Measure and cut each moulding individually 
for a perfect fit, as your ceiling and floor may 
not be perfectly level.

•  Erasable pencil or 
masking tape

• Caulking gun
• 18 gauge finishing nails
• Finishing nailer
• Measuring tape
• Level
• Miter saw
• Grain filler
• Caulk
• Nail punch

• 1565 moulding 
• Thickness: 1-1/16"
• Width: 1-1/16"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

Finger-jointed pine,
   Select pine,
   White primed MDF

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560  
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THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS

Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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TIPS AND TRICKS
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Looking for an unusual idea to add personality to your bedroom decor? 
This herringbone diamond wall above the bed is sure to create a chic and warm 
ambiance, making the space gently conducive for rest and relaxation.

COSY 
BEDROOM



You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560 
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•  Erasable pencil or 
masking tape

• Caulking gun
• 18 gauge finishing nails
• Finishing nailer
• Measuring tape
• Level
• Miter saw
• Grain filler
• Carpenter's triangle
• Caulk
• Nail punch

• 1565 moulding
• Thickness:  1-1/16"
• Width:  1-1/16"
• Length:  96"
•   Wood species:  

Finger-jointed pine, 
Select pine,  
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS

Always cut at the end of the cutting line, 
not at the bottom or center of it.

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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There's no need for an imposing headboard to highlight your cozy place for 
cocooning! This geometric wood wall perfectly frames the space, giving it both 
presence and elegance. The angular, asymmetrical patterns form a true work 
of art that crowns the bed.

VARIABLE
GEOMETRY 



Cover nail holes, cuts and joints with filler. 
Let dry and sand to perfection.

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560 •  1565 
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• 1321 moulding 
• Thickness: 3/4"
• Width: 1-1/2"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

 Finger-jointed pine,
   White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun
• 18 gauge finishing nails
• Finishing nailer
• Measuring tape
• Level
• Miter saw
• Grain filler
• Carpenter's triangle
• Caulk
• Nail punch

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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Why settle for a bookcase when you can beautifully cover an entire wall with wood 
slats? Design a custom wall that is both decorative and functional to transform your 
bookcase into an accent piece. It's easy to adapt to any room in the house.

WELL-DESIGNED 
BUILT-IN STORAGE 



Install finishing nails at an angle. This technique 
allows you to join elements that fit together at a 
90-degree angle. Nails driven at a 45-degree angle 
are less likely to pull out as the wood swells or 
shrinks over time.

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560  
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• 1565 moulding 
• Thickness: 1-1/16"
• Width: 1-1/16"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

Finger-jointed pine,  
Select pine,  
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun
• 18 gauge finishing nails
• Finishing nailer
• Measuring tape
• Level
• Miter saw
• Grain filler
• Carpenter's triangle
• Caulk
• Nail punch

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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While a midnight blue accent wall is a definite eye-catcher in any room, 
a wall lined with the same colour pattern is unmatched, creating a striking effect, 
especially in a bedroom. This project is easily achievable and will only take you 
a few hours to complete!

A COCOON 
IMMERSED IN DESIGN 



Use a nail punch to conceal the head of finishing nails 
and prevent damage to wood surfaces from the hammer. 
A nail punch is a small cylindrical tool with a pointed or 
concave end designed to drive a nail below the surface 
of the wood.

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560 
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• 1565 moulding 
• Thickness: 1-1/16"
• Width: 1-1/16"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

Finger-jointed pine,  
Select pine, 
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun

• 18 gauge finishing nails

• Finishing nailer

• Measuring tape

• Level

• Miter saw

• Grain filler

• Carpenter's triangle

• Caulk

• Nail punch

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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Rather than opting for a colourful mural or vibrant colours, why not design a 
geometric wall in your child's room? Painted using a neutral shade, such as olive 
green, it will last longer and can be adapted to the various changes in decor 
over the years.

TIMELESS
TENDERNESS 



Make sure you take good measurements. 
Don't make any approximations when cutting!
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• 1321 moulding 
• Thickness: 3/4"
• Width: 1-1/2"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

Finger-jointed pine,  
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun

• 18 gauge finishing nails

• Finishing nailer

• Measuring tape

• Level

• Miter saw

• Grain filler

• Carpenter's triangle

• Caulk

• Nail punch

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560 •  1565 

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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A chic and tasteful decor, worthy of a 5-star restaurant! With it requiring just a few 
strokes of the miter saw, hammer and brush… what’s not to love! As an added bonus, 
the rectangular layout of these mouldings, which are longer than they are wide, 
creates a sense of height.

DINING
ROOM 



Even if you use square or rectangular mouldings, 
don't neglect the 45-degree angles in the corners 
of the boxes for an impeccable finish.
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• 1565 moulding 
• Thickness: 3/4"
• Width: 1-1/2"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

Finger-jointed pine,  
select pine,  
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun

• 18 gauge finishing nails

• Finishing nailer

• Measuring tape

• Level

• Miter saw

• Grain filler

• Caulk

• Nail punch

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560 • 1321 
 

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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A kitchen with European accents. These moulding boxes on the wall are reminiscent 
of the Haussmannian apartments, which are so typically Parisian. Simple to build, 
they will add that little touch of chic and good taste.

STYLISH
KITCHEN
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• 1925 moulding 
• Thickness: 5/8"
• Width: 1-3/4"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

  MDF with white primer

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun

• 18 gauge finishing nails

• Finishing nailer

• Measuring tape

• Level

• Miter saw

• Grain filler

• Caulk

• Nail punch

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

•  1518  3/4" X 1-5/8" X 96" 

            Select pine, white-primed MDF

Timeless and elegant, this idea is inspired by the 
refinement of Haussmannian apartments. Choose 
small decorative mouldings or picture rails with 
rounded and curved shapes. The result is a soft 
and enveloping atmosphere.

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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Tone on tone in matte and gloss. This wall, reminiscent of the slatted walls of 
old-style houses, takes on a completely contemporary look thanks to the 3D effect 
provided by the mouldings and accentuated by the contrast of the paint finishes.

RETRO LIVING 
ROOM REVISITED 
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• 1565 moulding 
• Thickness: 1-1/16"
• Width: 1-1/16"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

  Finger-jointed pine, 
Select pine, 
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun

• 18 gauge finishing nails

• Finishing nailer

• Measuring tape

• Level

• Miter saw

• Grain filler

• Caulk

• Nail punch

Why not try your take on varying the paint finishes 
that you use? For example, the back wall can be painted 
with a low-gloss paint, and the accent moldings can be 
painted with a high gloss finish.

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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A relaxing atmosphere in the bedroom. These natural lines repeated on the 
wall and painted tone on tone provide a soothing effect in perfect harmony with 
the materials and natural colours of the entire decor.

STUDIO
BEDROOM
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• 1321 moulding
•Thickness: 3/4"
• Width: 1-1/2"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

Finger-jointed pine,  
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun

• 18 gauge finishing nails

• Finishing nailer

• Measuring tape

• Level

• Miter saw

• Grain filler

• Caulk

• Nail punch

Are your walls 9 feet high when moldings are usually 
available in 8-foot lengths? This pattern is perfect! 
Use the full length without any joints.

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560 •  1565   

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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Roundness showcased! Add contrast with right-angled accent boxes made with 
our curvy DĀME wall panelling. They'll add just the right amount of movement to 
catch the eye and leave you dreaming.

SOOTHING 
BATHROOM 
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REQUIRED
TOOLS
•  Erasable pencil or 

masking tape
• Caulking gun

• 18 gauge finishing nails

• Finishing nailer

• Measuring tape

• Level

• Miter saw

• Grain filler

• Caulk

• Nail punch

Choose a high-quality finishing blade. 
A blade with more teeth (40, or even better, 80) 
will give you a cleaner cut.

• DĀME 8046 wall panels
• Thickness: 3/4"
• Width: 6-11/16"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

White primed MDF

• Window Sill Moulding  0851 
• Thickness: 1"
• Width: 1-1/2"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

  White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

•  1324  3/4" X 4-1/2" X 96"  
         Finger-jointed pine, white primed MDF

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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A trio of lines. Vertical, horizontal, diagonal... You don’t have to choose! This simple 
addition of lines enhances the chic character of this contemporary-style entrance. 
Dazzle your guests as soon as they walk in!

STRIKING
ENTRANCE 
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REQUIRED
TOOLS

If switches or electrical outlets 
exist in your design, frame them 
beforehand and have your design butt 
against it. Here is an example:

•  Erasable pencil or 
masking tape

• Caulking gun
• 18 gauge finishing nails
• Finishing nailer
• Measuring tape
• Level
• Miter saw
• Grain filler
• Caulk
• Nail punch

• 1565 moulding 
• Thickness: 1-1/16"
• Width: 1-1/16"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

  Finger-jointed pine, 
Select pine, 
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1550 • 1560 

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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No more monotony! There is a very simple way to refresh a room's decor and 
break the monotony of plain walls in no time: the board and batten. A few strokes 
of a saw and a hammer are all it takes to give your room some personality.

TIMELESS
CLASSIC 
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REQUIRED
TOOLS

Although the top shelf is not necessary, it adds a 
unique finishing detail when the board and batten 
do not cover the wall floor-to-ceiling.

•  Erasable pencil or 
masking tape

• Caulking gun
• 18 gauge finishing nails
• Finishing nailer
• Measuring tape
• Level
• Miter saw
• Grain filler
• Carpenter's triangle
• Caulk
• Nail punch

• 1253 moulding
• Thickness: 5/8"
• Width: 3"
• Length: 96"
•   Wood species:  

  MDF with white primer

• 1321 rectangle moulding
• Thickness: 3/4"
• Width: 1-1/2"
• Length:96"
•   Wood species:  

  Finger-jointed pine, 
White primed MDF

THE MATERIAL 
YOU NEED

You can also use the 
following mouldings: 

• 1321 • 1322 •  1565 •  5825

TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn how to 
easily recreate 
this wall!
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Stéphanie Lévesque
PASSING ON HER PASSION 
Teaching, conferences, books, videos: this general 
contractor's toolbox is packed. Her goal? To make people 
more autonomous, knowledgeable and confident in their 
renovation work.

Mario Lacroix
RENOVATE WITH HEART
Paying attention to details and doing things with heart: 
he is the home construction contractor who takes care 
of your house like his own. This larger-than-life expert 
treats every renovation project he undertakes with 
meticulous care.

Catherine Faucher
CREATING WITH HAPPINESS
Using her curiosity, audacity and empathy to create 
designs that captivate: this is a summary of the multiple 
facets of this designer-entrepreneur who sees inspiration 
in everything, everywhere, all the time!



305, rue du Parc, Saint-Odilon (Québec) Canada  G0S 3A0
1 844 330-9345  |  interbois.ca
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